12 NEW DESTINATIONS TO FLY
TO
DIRECTLY
FROM
NIS
STARTING JULY 1ST
March 29th
Nis City Mayor Darko Bulatovic announced that the Serbian government adopted
the decision of establishing routes of public interest in air traffic, based on which,
from July 1st this year and until June 30th 2023, the flights would be established
to 12 cities in Western Europe. There will be flights to Nuremberg, Hannover,
Frankfurt, Karlsruhe and Friedrichshafen in Germany, Gothenburg in
Sweden, Bologna and Rome in Italy, Salzburg in Austria, Budapest in
Hungary and Ljubljana in Slovenia twice a week and to Tivat in Montenegro
three times a week, but only during the summer season from May to October.
“This is the confirmation that Nis is among the priorities of the state. This is the
result of almost everyday contacts with the President Aleksandar Vucic and the
Prime Minister Ana Brnabic. This is the result of countless conversations and
meetings with the Deputy Prime Minister Zorana Mihajlovic and her team, and
therefore I can proudly say that Nis officially has become a regional air traffic
center, “said Mayor Bulatovic. He stressed that the economy, in which the state
and the city invested, would gain a new impetus, it would facilitate investors
coming to Nis and their meetings with local partners and it would facilitate access
to the markets in Western Europe. “Of course, this is also important for the
development of tourism, and certainly for our diaspora, because the destinations
have been defined according to the actual needs, but there was not enough
commercial justification for their launch, without the help of the state,” stressed
Mayor Bulatovic. “This puts stop to all stories and malicious comments on closing
the airport. “As we have agreed with Minister Mihajlovic, the headquarters of the
company Airports of Serbia would be in Nis. All this, clearly show to the citizens
of Nis and the southeast of Serbia that the opposite claims were clearly extremely
malicious, inaccurate and directed against the development of not only the
airport, “Mayor Bulatovic said at the press conference.

